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“There is always light. If only we
are brave enough to see it. If only
we’re brave enough to BE it.”
Amanda Gorman
The Hill We Climb
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Year 9 Spring 2 Knowledge Organiser 2021

Homework Timetable
This timetable will be in use for students who are attending lessons in school.
For students who are working from home, Knowledge Organiser work will be incorporated into the live lessons.
All students should read for at least 20 minutes each day.
Week starting
22nd February

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Signed
Off

Week starting
15th March

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

English

History

PE

Monday

English

History

PE

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Week starting
1st March

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Signed
Off

Week starting
22nd March

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

English

History

PE

Monday

English

History

PE

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Week starting
8th March

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Signed
Off

Week starting
29th March

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

English

History

PE

Monday

English

History

PE

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Friday

Bank Holiday

Signed
Off

Signed
Off

Signed
Off
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English Year 9 Knowledge Organiser: Love and Relationships

Historical Context:
Queen Elizabeth I – She was queen while Shakespeare was writing, and supported him. Elizabeth I made Protestantism the official
religion of England, which angered many Catholics, and led to much conflict. Shakespeare may be referencing this in ‘Romeo and
Juliet’, with the two warring families.
Patriarchy – patriarchal societies are ones where men are dominant, and have control over women e.g. by choosing who they would
marry.
Nurses – employed by wealthy families to feed and care for their children.
The Humours – Elizabethans believed the body contained four ‘humours’: blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile. The amount you
had of each determined your personality. People with too much phlegm are emotional. People with too much blood are irresponsible
and gluttonous. People with too much yellow bile are violent and vengeful. People with too much black bile are depressed and selfcentred.
Fate - the belief that your life is mapped out for you, or ‘written in the stars’. Many Elizabethans believed God decided your fate, and
that astrology could help you identify your course in life.
Bubonic Plague/Black Death – a plague that killed many people. Sufferers were quarantined in their houses, with a red ‘X’ painted on
the door, and left to die.

Technique
Prologue –
Foreshadow
ing –

Dramatic
irony –
Symbolism –

Definition
sets up the story and
foreshadows events.
when an author drops hints
about what will happen
through language or
symbolism.
when an audience knows
something the characters do
not.
when an image represents an
idea, e.g. light symbolises
happiness, flowers symbolise
youth etc.

Double
meaning –

when a word can be read to
mean two things e.g. ‘grave’=
serious or grave stone.

Personificati
on –

when an object is given
human qualities

Rhyming
Couplets –

two lines next to each other
that rhyme with each other,
often used for dramatic
impact.

Critical Vocabulary
Shakespeare presents the
Montagues and their
supporters as…
Romeo
1. Melancholic – someone
who is prone to moping and
being depressed.
2. Quixotic – extremely
idealistic: unrealistic and
impractical.
3. Ardent – enthusiastic and
passionate.
Benvolio
1. Appeasing- someone who
tries to pacify others.
2. Sincere - honest and
genuine.
3. Stalwart – loyal and
reliable.
Mercutio
1. Anarchic – unruly and
chaotic.
2. Impulsive – someone
who acts on a whim,
without thinking.
3. Precocious – someone
who ‘shows off’ their
intelligence arrogantly.

Shakespeare presents the Capulets
and their supporters as…
Juliet
1. Idealistic – someone who believes
whole-heartedly in something, even
if it is unrealistic.
2. Ingenuous – innocent, naïve and
unworldly.
3. Resolute – someone who has made
their mind up and whose opinion
cannot be changed.
Tybalt
1. Volatile – someone who could
explode at any moment.
2. Tempestuous –someone who is
unpredictable and has many
conflicting emotions.
3. Righteous – someone who believes
what they are doing is morally
justifiable.
Nurse
1. Maternal – motherly.
2. Submissive – will bend to a
dominant authority and ‘do what
3. Uncouth – uncivilised and
uncultured, potentially vulgar.

Plot breakdown
P

The Prologue outlines the main conflict in the play
and warns the audience of the tragic fate of Romeo
and Juliet.

1.1

The Montagues and Capulets fight in the streets of
Verona. Prince Escales swears that any further
fighting will be punished by death.

1.2

Paris asks Lord Capulet about marring his daughter
Juliet. Capulet tells Paris to wait as she is too young.

1.3

Lady Capulet advises Juliet to agree to marry Paris.

1.5

At the Capulet’s masked ball, Romeo sees Juliet and
falls in love with her. They talk, kiss, and fall in love.
As they depart, they learn they are from feuding
families.

2.2

In the balcony scene, Romeo and Juliet fall deeper in
love. They agree to get married.

2.3

Romeo asks Friar Lawrence to marry him and Juliet.
Lawrence agrees, thinking it will unite the warring
families.

2.6

Friar Lawrence marries Romeo and Juliet.

3.1

Montagues and Capulets fight in the streets. Tybalt
kills Mercutio; Romeo kills Tybalt. Prince Escales
decides to banish Romeo from Verona.

3.4

Lord Capulet tells Paris that he can marry Juliet in
three days’ time.

3.5

After their wedding night, Romeo leaves Juliet for the
last time. They have a vision of the other’s death.
After Romeo leaves, Lord Capulet orders Juliet to
marry Paris, threatening to disown her if she
disobeys.

4.1

Friar Lawrence comes up with a plan: Juliet must
pretend to be dead and then escape Verona with
Romeo. She agrees to the plan.

5.3

Romeo does not learn of Friar Lawrence's plan. He
sneaks back into Verona and visits Juliet’s tomb. He
thinks she is dead, and kills himself with poison.
Moments later, Juliet wakes up. She finds Romeo’s
body and kills herself with his dagger. The two
families agree to end their feud.

Year 9 Spring 2 Foundation
Section B: Key Facts

Vocabulary
Topic/Skill

1. Expression

2. Equation

3. Identity

Definition/Tips

Topic:
Algebra

Example
A mathematical
3x + 2 or
statement written 5y2
using symbols,
numbers or
letters,

A statement
showing that two
expressions are
equal

2y – 17 = 15

An equation that
is true for all
values of the
variables

2x ≡ x+x

Shows the
relationship
between two or
more variables

Area of a
rectangle =
length x
width or A=
LxW

Section C

Simplifying Expressions
This is known as collecting ‘like terms’.
Be careful with negatives.
x2 and x are not like terms.
Examples:
2x+3y+4x-5y+3=6x-2y+3

Grid Method

3x+4-x2+2x-1=5x-x2+3

x2 +2x +5x + 10 = x2 +7x + 10
Factoring

Substitution
Replace a variable with a number
Expanding Brackets
Single bracket
To expand a bracket, multiply each
term in the bracket by the expression
outside the bracket.
Example:
3(m+7)=3x+21
Double Brackets

An identity uses
the symbol: ≡
4. Formula

5

There are different ways to expand
two brackets.
(𝑥+3)(𝑥+5)
𝑥2+3𝑥+5𝑥+15 =𝑥2+8𝑥+15
You can also use a grid method

eg (x+2)(x+5)
X

x

+2

x

x2

2x

+5

5x
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Single Bracket
Find the highest common factor of
the terms
This goes outside the bracket
Divide each term by the factor to get
the new terms inside the bracket.
eg 2𝑥+6 HCF is 2
=2(
)
2𝑥 ÷2 = 𝑥
6÷2=3
=2(𝑥+3)
Double Brackets
add to get
multiply to get
Factorise 𝑥2+5𝑥+6
2 and 3 add to 5
2 and 3 multiply to 6
x2 +5x +6 = (𝑥+2)(𝑥+3)

Year 9 Maths Spring 2 H

Topic/Skill

Definition/Tips

Example

Quadratic
Factorisation

Putting a expression of the form
ax2+bx+c into double brackets
Find 2 numbers that sum to b
and multiply to c

x2 + 2x - 15 = (x + 5)(x - 3)

Topic/Skill

Definition/Tips

Example

Expression

A group of terms without an equals

3a + 2c – d

Equation

Contains an equals sign and at least
one variable and the value(s) can be
found

12x – 5 = 31

Difference of
Two Squares

Any expression of this form will
be factorised to be...
x2 - a2 = (x + a)(x- a)

x2 – 9 = (x + 3)(x – 3)
4x2 – 49 = (2x + 7)(2x - 7)

Identity

Will be true for every possible value
of the variable

2(x + 3) = 2x + 6

Formula

Contains more than one variable
where you use the value of one to
work out the other

v = u +at

Factorising
ax2 + bx + c
(a > 1)

Multiply a & c. Find values that
sum to b and multiply to ac.
Split the middle term into these
values and factorise each half.
Collect the terms.

3x2 + 8x + 4
+: 8, x: 12
3x2 + 6x + 2x + 4
6&2
3x(x + 2) + 2(x + 2)
(3x + 2)(x + 2)

Substitution

Replacing one or more letters with
numbers – remember BIDMAS

3a + 7b (a=-2, b=5)
3 x -2 + 7 x 5
-6 + 35
29

Changing the
subject

“Make m the subject” means
rearrange to the form m = ...

Make r the subject of:
z = 12r -16
↓↓↓↓↓
r = (z+16)/12

Expanding
Single
Brackets

Multiply out brackets by multiplying
whatever is on the outside by
everything on the inside

4(x+5) = 4x+20
3b(b-2) = 3b2 - 6b

Circum = πd

C = π x 14 = 44.0cm

Factorising

The opposite of expansion – putting an
expression back into brackets. Find the
highest factor of all terms to go
outside bracket

5n + 20 = 5(n + 4)
8xy + 2x = 2x(4y + 1)

Circumference
& Area of a
circle

Area = πr2

A = π x 72 = 153.9cm2

Area of a
parallelogram

Area = base x height
(perpendicular)

A = 9 x 6 = 54cm2

Use the foil (parrot) method or grid
method to expand two brackets with

(x+3)(x-5) = x2-2x-15
See methods below

Expanding
Double
Brackets

A = ½bh

Area of a
trapezium

A = ½ (10+9)x8 =76cm2

Arcs & Sector

Expanding
Triple
Brackets

Expand 2 of the brackets using a
method above and then multiple
that by the other bracket

(x+3)(x-4)(x-10)
=x3-11x2-2x+120

Arc = 40/360 x π x 12
= 4.19cm
Area = 40/360 x π x 62
= 12.6cm2

Topic 1: Cells
half term 2

GCSE Biology
Section A: Key Vocabulary
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Vocabulary

Definition

DNA

Long strands of molecules that contain an
individuals genetic information.

Nucleus

Contains the genetic information for a cell
(eukaryotic only)

Daughter cell

Cells produced at the end of mitosis and
meiosis

Parent cell

The cell that divides as part of mitosis and
meiosis

Concentration
gradient
Partially
permeable
membrane

3

Haploid

A cell with half the number of chromosomes
(or a single set of chromosomes)

Diploid

A cell containing two copies of each
chromosome (a full set)

Chromosome

Thin strands of DNA found in the nucleus of
cells

Spindle Fibres

Fibres that attach to the centromere of
chromosomes to pull them apart in cell
division

Eukaryotic
cells
Centromere

Section D: Comparing mitosis and meiosis

Section E: Osmosis diagram

A membrane that has small gaps to allow
substances to pass across it.
Something that has been passed down from
parents through genetics.

Osmosis

Section C: Meiosis

The difference in amount of substances on
two regions

Inherited

Diffusion

Section B: Mitosis

The movement of particles from an area of
high concentration to an area of low
concentration
The movement of water particles from an
area of high concentration to an area of low
concentration through a partially permeable
membrane
Cells that have a nucleus e.g. animal and
plant cells.
A structure in the centre of a chromosome
that holds the two strands together.

Mitosis
Number of daughter
cells made
Number of divisions
Chromosome number
in final cell
Cell type created

Meiosis

GCSE Chemistry
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Keywords
Crude Oil
Hydrocarbon

Alkane

Definition
A mixture of different hydrocarbons
with different boiling points
A compound containing chemically
boded carbon and hydrogen atoms
only.
A hydrocarbon with C-C single bonds
and general formula CnH2n+2

Alkene

A hydrocarbon with at least one C=C
double bond and the general
formula CnH2n

Fractional
distillation

A method of separating a mixture of
hydrocarbons with different boiling
points into their separate fractions.

Cracking

A method used to break large less
useful molecules into smaller more
useful molecules using heat.
Definition

Tier 3 Keywords
Alcohol

Carboxylic acid
Addition reaction

Polymer

Monomer
Polymerisation

An organic molecule containing the
–OH functional group.
An organic molecule containing the
-COOH functional group
A reaction when an alkene reacts
with another chemical breaking the
double bond and forming a new
compound.
A compound made up of many
monomer units chemically joined
together.
Simplest, single unit used to make
up a polymer
The process when many small
molecules (monomers) are
chemically joined together. Addition
and condensation are two types.

Section B: Alkanes and Alkenes.
Alkanes
• Molecule containing carbon and hydrogen
chemically bonded together.
• Increase in boiling point as the number of carbon
atoms increases in the molecule.
• Contain only C-C single bonds and are said to be
saturated.
• Unreactive, but will burn
• Commonly used as fuels
• All their names end in –ane
• Prefix for alkanes are:
• 1 Carbons Meth• 2 Carbons Eth• 3 Carbons Prop• 4 Carbons But• Do not react with bromine water and bromine
retains its colour.
Alkenes
• Molecule containing carbon and hydrogen
chemically bonded together.
• Increase in boiling point as the number of carbon
atoms increases in the molecule.
• Contain at least one C=C double bond and are said
to be unsaturated.
• Reactive compounds due to the C=C double bond
wanting to break easily.
• All their names end in –ene
• Prefix for alkenes are:
• 2Carbons Eth• 3 Carbons Prop• 4 Carbons But• React with bromine water and decolourise
bromine which loses its yellow colour.

Topic: Organic Chemistry
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Section C: Fractional distillation and cracking
Fractional distillation
• Crude oils is a mixture of hydrocarbons with
different boiling points.
• The boiling point depends on the size of the
hydrocarbon.
• The larger the molecule the higher the boiling
point. Crude oil is separated out into
hydrocarbons with similar properties called
fractions.
• Crude oil is separated in a fractionating column,
at the bottom of the tower the fractions have the
highest boiling points, at the top the fractions
have the lowest boiling points.
• Lighter fractions make much better fuels.
Cracking
• Hydrocarbons can be broken down (cracked) to
produce smaller more useful molecules.
• The products of cracking include alkanes and
another type of hydrocarbon called alkenes.
• Cracking can be done by various methods
including catalytic cracking and steam cracking.
• There is a high demand for fuels with small
molecules and so some of the products of
cracking are useful as fuels.
Section D: Alcohols
Alcohols
• Alcohols contain the functional group –OH
• Methanol. ethanol, propanol, and butanol are the
first four members of a homologous series of
alcohols.
• Aqueous solutions of ethanol are produced when
sugar solutions are fermented using yeast.

GCSE Physics
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Definition

Work Done

The transfer of energy by a force.
Measured in Joules (J).

Power

The energy transformed
or transferred per second.
Measured in Watts (W).
Prevents heat from escaping a
container or from entering the
container.
A material that allows energy in
the form of heat, to be
transferred through the material,
without any movement of the
material itself.

Conductor
(thermal)

Thermal
conductivity

Thermal conductivity is a
measure of how well a material
conducts heat.
It is measured in W/m or J/s/m.

Renewable

Resources that will never run out
as they can be ‘renewed’.

Non-renewable

Section C: Reducing unwanted energy transfer

The best insulators will have a lower thermal conductivity
as lesson energy will be transferred through it every
second.
This depends on the following factors:
• The material it is made from.
• Thickness of the materials.
• Temperature difference across the material.
Section D: Comparing energy resources

Energy resources, both renewable and non-renewable, are mostly used for generating electricity but also
transport and heating.
Non-renewable sources can damage the environment and will ‘run out’ one day, but they are all reliable.

E.g. Solar, Wind, Hydroelectric…
A resource that cannot be
replaced after is has been used.
E.g. Coal, oil, gas and nuclear.

Work done

Section B: Calculations
Power

𝑊 = 𝐹𝑠
W= Work done (J)
F= Force (N)
s=Distance moved (m)

9

Insulation reduces the rate of energy transfer by heating.

Vocabulary

Insulator
(thermal)

Topic: Energy

𝑊
𝑡
P= Power (w)
W= Work done (J)
T= Time(s)
𝑃=

The mind map shows some renewable sources and their
advantages/disadvantages.

HISTORY
Key Vocabulary
Lightning war,” blitzkrieg is a military tactic designed to
use fast, mobile units to break through the weak points in
the enemy defence. It is all about power and speed.
A time at which a major change in a situation or event
occurs, especially one with beneficial results.

Blitzkreig

Turning Point
Operation Sealion

The German code name for the invasion of Britain

The Blitz

The German bombing campaign against British towns and
cities

Operation
Barbarossa

The German codename for the Invasion of the Soviet
Union.

Operation Overlord The Allied codename for the invasion of Nazi Occupied
France.
D-Day

The Second World War
Was Dunkirk a success or failure for Britain?

‘Dunkirk was a success!!!’ - 27th May – 4 June 338,000 British (BEF) & French troops
evacuated from Dunkirk (incl. 139,000 Fr.). Original target 50,000. 860 Naval & privately
owned vessels carried troops to Dover & south coast. Fine weather. RAF provided air
cover against Goering’s Luftwaffe.
Churchill praised Dunkirk as a success and used it to rally the British public. His famous
‘we shall fight them on the beaches speech’ was about Dunkirk.
‘Dunkirk was a failure!!!’ - 68,000 BEF casualties. 1,200 field guns, 1,250 anti-aircraft
guns, 11,000 machine guns, 75,000 vehicles abandoned (incl.475 tanks). Germans fully
expected GB to make peace. Hitler didn’t want war with Britain. He respected their
Empire. He believed that Dunkirk was the beginning of the end of the war as his Blitzkrieg
tactic shook Western Europe within an inch of defeat.

6th June 1944. The day the allies invaded Nazi occupied
France.

Why was there a Battle of Britain?
Why was there a Battle of Britain? - In May 1940, Germany invaded
France. The French and British armies were overpowered by the German
blitzkrieg. Towards the end of May, in a daring rescue attempt, ships
from England picked up 300,000 British and French soldiers from Dunkirk.
Britain stood alone against the might of Germany’s armed forces;
What was the German plan? - For Blitzkrieg to work, the Luftwaffe (The
German air force) had to destroy the RAF, to prevent it shooting at
German troops who were supposed to land in Britain. The Luftwaffe, led
by Herman Göring, had more than double the amount of aircraft
available to the British RAF (who only had 600 planes) and a lot more
pilots.
The results of the Battle of Britain - The Battle was a real turning point in
the war. Germany had not lost a battle before they tried to invade
Britain. After the invasion failed, Hitler ordered the Luftwaffe to begin
bombing British cities. Churchill, used the victory to promote a new
propaganda campaign to boost public morale. Britain, for now, had won.
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Key Dates
June 1919

Treaty of Versailles

September German invasion of Poland
1939
June 1940

Dunkirk

July-Oct
1940

Battle of Britain

Sept 1940- The Blitz
May 1941
June 1941- German invasion of Russia
Dec 1941
December
1941
June 1944

Pearl Harbour

August
1945
Sept 1945

US drops atomic bomb on Japan

D-Day

End of Second World War

Geography – Weather
Section A: Key Terms
Air Mass

An Air Mass is a large volume of air which
travels from one area to another.
The weather an air mass brings is determined
by the region it has come from and the type of
surface it has moved over.

Section B: Key Information

Section C: Climate change and Extreme Weather

1. Weather depressions

Causes of Climate Change
• Changes in the Earth’s orbit
The Earth’s orbit around the Sun is an ellipse, not a circle but
the ellipse changes shape.
Sometimes it is almost circular and the Earth stays about the
same distance from the Sun all the way around.
At other times the ellipse is longer and the Earth moves closer
and further away from the sun as it orbits.
When the Earth is closer to the sun our climate is warmer
• Volcanic eruption
When a volcano erupts and throws millions of tonnes of ash
into the Earth’s atmosphere over a period of several months it
is likely that the whole of the Earth would become cooler as
more of the sun’s energy would be reflected back into space.
• Oceans currents
If ocean currents moved position, the effects would be
different in different places. Places like the UK would become
much colder in winter.
If they stopped altogether, the results are unpredictable, but
there would be many climate changes around the world.
• Solar radiation
If the amount of energy arriving from the sun increased, global
temperatures would increase – the world would get warmer.
If the amount of energy arriving from the sun decreased, global
temperatures would decrease – the world would get cooler.

Altitude

Like elevation, it means distance above sea
level.

Biomes

Global scale ecosystems characterised by
similar climate and plants, and animals.

Climate

the average weather over a period of 30 years

Climate
Change

when global temperatures begin to rise due to
too much heat being trapped by green house
gases

Cold front
Continental
ity

Where a cold air mass is replacing a warmer air
mass
A measure of the difference between climate
over continents and over the water,
characterised by warmer temperatures that
occur over land compared with water.

Cumulonim
bus clouds

Dense, towering vertical cloud observed during
a storm

Extreme
weather

A weather event that is significantly different
from the average.

Greenhous
e Effect

The natural process which stops all the heat
from escaping out into space and stops the
earth from freezing over.

Latitude

The distance of a place north or south of the
equator, expressed in degrees and minutes.
The equator is 0, the north and south pole are
90 degrees N/S of the equator respectively.

•

Longitude

The distance eat and west of the Greenwich
meridian line

•

Maritime
influences

The effect of the ocean’s airflow on the climate
of the surrounding areas. Generally means
milder temperatures.

2. Why does climate vary around the world?

Extreme weather events
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Hurricanes need a lot of heat to form, which is why they
usually occur over tropical seas (at least 26°C).
The sun is close to the equator, providing energy to heat
the ocean.
The warm ocean heats the air above it causing it to rise
rapidly.
Water evaporates quickly from the hot surface of the
ocean, so the rising air contains great amounts of water
vapour.
The rising air starts to spin (anti-clockwise in the northern
hemisphere)
The centre of the storm - the eye - is calm.
As the air rises it cools, condenses and forms
towering cumulonimbus clouds.
The rapidly rising air creates an area of intense low
pressure. The low pressure sucks in air, causing very strong
winds.
Once the storm moves over land it starts to lose energy and
fades

SPANISH – History of Long Eaton
Section A – En Long Eaton

Section B – ¿Dónde está?

Mi ciudad/pueblo se llama… = My
city/town is called…
En mi ciudad/pueblo hay… = In my
city/town there is…
una biblioteca = a library
un cine = a cinema
una discoteca = a club
una tienda = a shop
un polideportivo = a sports centre
un centro comercial = a shopping
centre
un supermercado = a supermarket
un mercado = a market
una estación = a station
un castillo = a castle
una piscina =a swimming pool
un puerto = a port
un aeropuerto = an airport
está = it is (location)
están = they are (location)
enfrente de = opposite
al lado de = next to
entre = between
detrás de = behind
cerca de = near to
a la derecha de = to the right of
a la izquierda de = to the left of
en el centro = in the centre
fuera de = outside
a la esquina = on the corner

¿Dónde está/n? = Where is/are…?
¿Por dónde se va…? How do you get to…?
Estoy perdido/a = I’m lost
por favor = please
gracias = thank you
Tuerce a la derecha/izquierda = turn
right/left
Sigue todo recto = go straight on
Tome la primera/segunda a la derecha =
take the first/second street on the right
Tome la tercera a la izquierda = take the
third street on the left
Cruce la plaza = cross the square
Hasta el semáforo = until the traffic lights
Hasta el final de la calle = until the end of the
road
Section D – Comparisons
Give your opinions a shake up by including a
comparison. Use an adjective where the …
are.
más/menos…que = more/less…than
tan…como = as…as
mejor/peor que = better/worse than
E.g. Mi pueblo es mejor que Badalona
porque es más tranquilo que Badalona. = My
town is better than Badalona because it’s
more quiet/quieter than Badalona.

Section E – Question words
dónde = where qué = what por qué = why cómo = how cuándo = when
cómo es = what’s it like
cuál = which
quién = who
te gusta = do you like

Section C – Imperfect tense
The imperfect tense is used to say what you used to do or what something was
like in the past. Take off the AR, ER
AR
ER/IR
Irregular
or IR from the infinitive
verb and add the following
yo
aba
ía
There are
endings.
only 3
tú
abas
ías
irregular
E.g. Long Eaton era más
imperfect
bonito. = Long Eaton used
él/ella
aba
ía
verbs.
to be more beautiful.
Here
nosotros
abamos
íamos
they are
En Long Eaton había un cine.
in their
= In Long Eaton there used
vosotros
abais
íais
yo form.
to be a cinema.
Jugaba al fútbol en West
Park. = I used to play
football in West Park.

ellos/ellas

Section F – En la fábrica
seguro = safe
peligroso = dangerous
fábrica = factory
atrapar = to trap
pegar = to hit
sentarse = to sit down
llegar = to arrive
levantarse = to get/stand up
trabajar = to work
oler = to smell
demasiada gente = too many
people
sucio = dirty
polvo = dust
Ruidoso = noisy
ropa y zapatos = clothes and shoes

aban

ían

ir = iba
ser = era
ver = veía

Section C – Conditional tense
The conditional tense is used to say what
you ‘would’ do. You take the infinitive
verb but do not take off the endings.
Instead, add the following endings for each
person. E.g. Comería = I would eat.
There are some
irregular
verbs where
you have to
adapt the
infinitive:
Habría = there
would be
Tendría = I
would have
Harían = They
would do/make

yo

ía

tú

ías

él/ella

ía

nosotros

íamos

vosotros

íais

ellos/ellas

ían
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SPANISH – Spanish Armada
Section A – Le Armada
invencible
Here is some vocabulary to
help you understand who
was involved and the
context at the time.
Felipe II = King Phillip the
2nd
María I = Mary Tudor
Isabel I = Elizabeth the 1st
María Estuardo = Mary
Queen of Scots
Francis Drake = Francis
Drake
la reina/el rey = queen/king
la mujer = wife
El marido = husband
primo/a = cousin
católico/a = catholic
protestante = protestant
inglés(a) = English
éscoses(a) = Scottish
español(a) = Spanish
casarse = to get married
morir = to die
destronar = to overthrow
invadir = to invade
el barco = boat
la guerra = war
partir = to leave
tener lugar = to take place
llevar al naufragio = to sink
cumplir = to accomplish

Section B – Why Spain and England?
Here is some vocabulary to help you understand
why Spain wanted to attack England.
rico = rich
el comercio = business
ejecutar = to execute enfadado = angry
amenazar = to threaten atacar = to attack
permitir = to allow un país = a country
una isla = an island
el río = river el arbol = tree
el oro = gold la amistad = friendship
Section E – Describing the scene
Use these sentence starters to write a poem to
describe the battle scene.
Me sentía ... = I was feeling…
Los barcos eran… = the boats were…
Las olas eran… = the waves were…
Las cañones eran… = the canons were…
El cielo era… = the sky was…
Las personas eran + physical adjective… = the
people were…
Las personas estaban + emotion = the people
were…
El ambiente era… = the atmosphere was…
¿Volvimos? = Let’s go back?
Remember to make sure the adjectives agree with
the gender and quantity of the noun you are
describing. Change o to a for feminine and add s
for plurals.
enorme = enourmous nublado = cloudy
ahogado = drowned llameante = blazing, burning
ruidoso = noisy rompiente = crashing
asustado = scared agotado = exhausted
escalofriante = spine-tingling oscuro = dark
horroroso = horrifying caótico = chaotic
Section H – Lo + adjective
Use ‘lo’ with any adjective to mean ’the…thing’.
E.g. Lo interesante es = the interesting thing is

Section C – The weaknesses and
successes
Use this vocabualry to help you
understand the failures and the
succeses of the attack.
fracaso = the weakness
el éxito = success
marinero = sailor
comida = food
madera = Wood
tiempo = weather
tormenta = storm
armamento = weapons
puerto = port
fuego = fire
balas de cañón = cannon balls
Section F – Si + imperfect
subjunctive
Si la armada tuviera éxito = If the
armada were successful
hablaríamos español = we would speak
Spanish
bailaríamos el flamenco = we would
dance the flamenco
me echaría una siesta los fines de
semana = I’d have a nap at the weekend
se aprendería el inglés en los colegios =
we’d learn English at school

Section D – The consequences
Las consecuencias = the consequences
Me interesa = I’m interested in
Me fascina = I’m fascinated by
Me mola/chilfa = I love
Me apasiona = I’m passionate about
No me importa = I’m not bothered by
la bandera = the flag
el himno nacional = the national anthem
cantar = to sing equipo = team
la sociedad = society conducir = to drive
orgullo = pride orgulloso/a = proud
Section G – The preterite tense
Use this tense to say what you did in the
past.
yo
é
í
Take away
the infinitive tú
aste
iste
ending AR,
él/ella
ó
ió
ER, IR and
nosotros
amos
imos
add these
endings:
vosotros
asteis
isteis
ellos/ellas

aron

ieron

Section I – Debate
Use this frame to argue your opinión of whether the armada was successful or not.
Pienso que
= I think
that
Creo que = I
believe that
En mi
opinion = In
my opinion

(no) tuvo
éxito = It
was (not)
successful

a causa
de =
because
of
debido a
= due to
gracias a
= thanks
to

el error por
parte de los
españoles =
Spanish error
la estrategía de
los ingleses =
English strategy
la mala suerte =
bad luck

porque =
because
dado que
= given
that
ya que =
as

Add a
reason
here
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Year 9 Rugby - Knowledge Organiser
Skills and Techniques:
Running with the ball - Carry
the ball in two hands,
accelerate into spaces, run
direct and look to pick gaps in
defensive lines.

Rules:
Game starts and restarts with
a kick off.

Draw players towards creating
space for others to run into.

Passing from the hand must
travel level or backwards to
the receiver.

Passing (Offloading) - Pass
with accuracy over speed,
good communication prevents
mistakes. Always be prepared
to receive a pass with your
hands up ready. Throw a pass
you’d like to receive.
Tackling - Low body position,
shoulder drive below the hip,
head safe side, lock arms to
prevent leg drive, try to land
on the tackled player, release
once player is fully grounded.

Rucking - Low body position hips above shoulders, stay on
feet if you want to play the
ball. Drive opposition players
off or create a solid base to
play from.

Three officials- Referee and
two touch judges.

Tackling must be below
shoulder.
If a player knocks on (drops
the ball forward) the
opposing side will gain
possession via a
scrum.
You may not tackle a player
in the air.
You must enter a ruck from
the back foot of your side of
the
ruck.

Any player in front of a player
kicking must wait for the
kicker to pass or they will be
offside.

Positions:
Forwards:
Prop (open / tight
head).
Hooker
Second row (2)
Back row (3)
Backs:
Scrum Half
Fly Half
Inside centre
Outside Centre
Winger (Left / Right)
Fullback
Total number of
players 15

Scoring System:
➔ Try - touching the ball
down in the in goal
area. 5 points
➔ Conversion - taken
after a try 2 points
➔ Penalty kick 3 points.
➔ Drop Goal 3 Points
➔ Most points at the
end wins

Tactics:
➔ Draw players to
create spaces for
others.
➔ Run direct and look
for gaps in the
defence.
➔ Straight defensive
line.
➔ Uses different
running lines and
moves to create
scoring
opportunities.

Key Words: Pass, Run, Tackle, Ruck, Maul, Scrum,
Penalty, Free-kick, Knock-on,
Forward pass, High tackle, Defensive line, Scissor, Loop.

Y9 : Design and Technology: Engineering
Key Vocabulary

Engineering and metals
•
•
•
•
•

Designers and Engineers
Engineering Sectors
Design Detectives
Metals and their properties
Redesigning and modelling products

Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

Define

Specify meaning of an idea or concept.

Examine

Investigate closely and Consider carefully and provide a
detailed account of the indicated topic.

Discuss

Present key points about different ideas or strengths
and weaknesses of an idea Set out both sides of an
argument (for and against. Advantages and
Disadvantages), and come to a conclusion.
Definition

Key Diagrams
Tier 3 Vocabulary
Ductility
Aerospace engineering
Automotive engineering
Ferrous
Communications
engineering
Hardness
Electrical engineering
Malleability
Non-Ferrous
Mechanical engineering
Strength
Thermal Conductivity
Toughness
Biomedical engineering

Chemical engineering

The ability of a material to be stretched without
breaking. And stay permanently in its new form
The design, development and manufacture of products
through flight.
The design, development and manufacture of vehicles.
A metal that contains iron
The way that information is developed and used
around the globe
The resistance a material has to wear and abrasion
The design, development and manufacture of
electronic products
The ability of a material to permanently change shape
without the material breaking.
A metal that does not contain iron
The design, manufacture and testing of machines and
other mechanical devices.
The ability of a material to withstand a force that is
applied to it.
The ability of heat to be conducted through a material
The ability of a material to absorb impact without
rupturing
A sector that is used for specifically developing devices
and / or procedures that solve medical problems using
science and engineering knowledge
The design and processing of products / equipment for
the chemical industry

Key Facts
Questions:

Answers:

What is meant by the
physical properties of a
material?

The physical properties of a
materials are those that can be
observed. So A physical change
can be seen.
What is the definition
An alloy is a mixture of at least
of an alloy?
one metal and another element.
This improves the properties or
aesthetics of a material.
Discuss the
• Made from ore (Mining)
disadvantages of
• Uses finite resources
producing and using
• Can cause environmental
metals.
damage and pollution
(Mining)
• Use a lot if heat and energy
to smelt the metal.
Discuss the engineering Automotive, Mechanical,
sectors that work
Communications, and Chemical
together to
manufacture a car.
Examine who were the Ancient Greeks and Egyptians
first types of engineers. through the building of
pyramids and viaducts
Who is Alec Issigonis
A design engineer who designed
and what did he
and developed the Mini car.
invent/design?
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Year 9 COMPUTER SCIENCE
A – Encryption and Cyphers

B – Data Base Tables

Key Terms

Encyption changes then content of a message so if this is intercepted by someone,
they cannot understand what the message is about.
Plaintext is the term used to describe the message before they are encoded
Cyphertext is the text after it have been encrypted
One of the earliest form of a Cypher was a substitution cypher known as Caesar
Cypher
With a substitution cypher, each letter in the alphabet is substituted for another
character:
• Sometimes called a shift as characters are shifted a set amount of places
The amount to shift is decided by the
person encrypting the message and
this is shared with the receiver

Other Cyphers include methods such as The Pig
Pen Cypher and The Railfence Cypher.
We can also combine these to increase
complexity

WHAT IS A DATABASE
A database table stores information about a
collection
A database record stores information about
one item in that collection
A database field stores information that
describes that record

Validation Checks
Presence Check – Ensures that some data has been
entered into the system
Type check – Data is check to ensure eg that words are
not typed into a currency field
Lookup check – Data is checked against a set of predefined values eg House is Hardwick, Sudbury, Calke or
Chatsworth
Range check – Data is checked to ensure it matches a
specific range of values eg YearGroup >=7 and <=11

C – Using Queries
CREATE A QUERY
To Create a Query in MS Access
1.
Add - the tables that you have available
2.
Expand - the visible fields that you can use in the database
3.
Select - double-click the fields that you want in the query and make the
selections below
4.
Criteria – add the data you want in the field or use logical operators to
be advanced

C – Userforms
User forms Key Keys

Userform – a Graphical User Interface to allow the user to enter data into a table
Header – the section at the top of a userform to display the title, date, logo etc
Footer – the section at the bottom of a userform to display the title, date, logo etc
Text Box – a screen element that allows data from the tables or queries to be shown
Label – a screen element that allows a meaningful description to be attached to a text box
Combo Box – a screen element that allows multiple values to be shown before being selected eg, like a font tool
Check Box - a screen element that allows small range of options to be provided, where users can select more than one

‘Food in Art’

Art
Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

Blending

The technique of gently intermingling two or
more colours or tones to create a gradual
transition or to soften lines. As an artist, it's
important to practice blending in any medium
you choose to work with.
Gradation in art is a visual technique of
gradually transitioning from one colour hue to
another, or from one shade to another, or one
texture to another. Space, distance,
atmosphere, volume, and curved or rounded
forms are some of the visual effects created
with gradation
When layering you are placing one layer of
colour or tone over another.
Contrast refers to the arrangement of opposite
elements and effects. For example, light and
dark colours, smooth and rough textures, large
and small shapes. Contrast can be used to
create variety, visual interest, and drama in an
artwork

Gradation

Layering
Contrast

Pointillism

Realism

Pointillism is a technique of painting in which
small, distinct dots of colour are applied in
patterns to form an image. Georges Seurat and
Paul Signac developed the technique in 1886,
branching from Impressionism.

Term used to describe artwork which is
painted or drawn in a realistic almost
photographic way.

Area of
strong
contrast

Gradated tone

Tonal

Wayne Thiebaud is an
American painter known for
his colourful works
depicting commonplace
objects—pies, lipsticks,
paint cans, ice cream cones,
pastries, and hot dogs.

Tonal drawing
with white
chalk on black
paper

Highlight

Layering
colours to
create
shadows

Giuseppe Arcimboldo
was an Italian painter
best known for
creating imaginative
portrait heads made
entirely of objects such
as fruits, vegetables,
flowers, fish and books.

Colour

Long
strokes

Pattern and Line

Blended
colours

Claes Oldenburg is a
Swedish/ American
sculptor, best known
for his public art
installations typically
featuring large
replicas of everyday
objects.

Directional
strokes
Sarah Wain is a
Chicago-based
painter specializing
in realistic oil
painting.

Bold outline
Repeating
motifs in
pattern

examples of
‘zentangle’ designs

Sarah Graham is a
UK based
photorealistic
artist whose
paintings combine
vivid colours and
realism.

DRAMA
Section A-Types of staging
Proscenium Arch -A stage where the
audience sits on one side only. The audience
faces one side of the stage directly, and may
sit at a lower height or in tiered seating. The
frame around the stage is called
the proscenium arch. This helps to define
that imaginary fourth wall in realistic
theatre. The area in front of the arch is the
proscenium, which is in front of the scenery.
An in-the-round stage is positioned at the
centre of the audience. This means that
there’s an audience around the whole stage.
This type of stage creates quite an intimate
atmosphere, and is good for drama that
needs audience involvement. There are
walkways for the performers to reach the
acting area. This kind of staging means that
you have to think carefully about not turning
your back on the audience.
Traverse stage-A stage where the audience
sits on two sides is called a traverse stage.
Again, this type of stage is good for creating
an intimate atmosphere as the audience are
close to the action. It’s an unusual form of
staging but you will often see the format
used for fashion shows.
Section B: The 9 Stage positions
These are the nine stage
positions. These are used
when blocking performances,
so actors are spatially aware
and know where to move on
stage. When thinking about
using your performance
space, there are three things
you should consider:
• the areas of the stage
• the terminology you’ll be
using to refer to the areas
of the stage
• if you’re going to use
different levels

Upstage

Upstage

Upstage

Section C: Lighting vocabulary
Stage lighting can:
• Indicate time or location
• Be used in an abstract or symbolic way to communicate a message
• Be used to direct the audience’s focus towards a particular character or
section of action
• Create mood and atmosphere to enhance a play and the audience’s
experience of it.
Vocabulary
Types of lighting definitions
Has a hard-edged effect, used to light characters or
Spot
elements on the stage. Coloured filters can be used with
this lamp.
Gel
A coloured filter that can be placed on a lantern in front of
a beam of light to change the colour.
Flood
Produces clear wide-angled light, but there’s little control
over the spread of the light. Coloured gels can be used
with this lamp.
A large white drape or screen that is positioned upstage
Cyclorama
and can be lit using floodlights to create a block of colour,
e.g. to represent the sky.
Fresnel
Light with a softer edged effect. It has a diffusing lens in
front of the lamp, which means it is spread evenly across
an area. It's useful for good overall light when used with
others. Coloured gels can be used with this lamp.
A metal template positioned in front of a beam of light to
Gobo
create shapes of light on stage, e.g. a window frame or
tree.
Profile spot
A tight beam of light that can be used to highlight an area
on stage.
A light that is used as part of the set design, e.g. a desk
Practical
lamp or torch
A flashing light, used for special effects. It’s often used to
Strobe
give the effect of old movies. It produces a jerky effect on
the movements of actors when used on its own.

Section D: Staging vocabulary
Fourth wall

The fourth wall is a an invisible,
imagined wall which separates
actors from the audience.

Blocking

Is the process of placing
performers in a specific space on
the stage.

Spatial
awareness

Helps an actor to move efficiently
and effectively on stage knowing
the whereabouts of other actors,
sets, props, the limits of the stage
and lighting as well as maintaining
their movements within the same
proportion of the stage even when
the size of the stage changes in
different venues.

Proxemics

The distance between performers
on stage and how this shows the
relationship between characters.

Position
and
direction

Is used to help keep track of how
performers move during rehearsal
and performance. There are 9
stage positions altogether.

Split staging Dividing the acting area into more
than one space e.g. an office and
the factory floor.
Levels

Using different heights onstage.
This can be used to suggest status meaning the power or authority
one character has over another. It's
important to consider what the use
of levels suggests when staging a
scene. Levels can also be used to
suggest various locations.

Section C: Types of lighting
Flood light

Downstage

Downstage

Downstage

Spotlight

Fresnel

Strobe

Cyclorama

Effect of a Gobo

MUSIC
Section A: Basic Terms

Body percussion

Percussion sounds are produced when a player hits, scrapes, rubs or shakes an instrument to produce vibrations. The
same techniques can be applied to the human body. Additionally, the body has other unique possibilities including the use
of inhaled or exhaled air and vocal sounds

Rhythm

The length of notes; e.g. described in basic terms as short or long

Metre

The number of beats in a bar; also known as the time signature

Tempo

The speed of a piece of music; e.g. described in basic terms as fast or slow

Section B: Note Lengths

Section C: Rest Lengths

Section D: Metre

2 crotchet
beats per bar

3 crotchet
beats per bar

4 crotchet
beats per bar

Section D: Tempo

Allegro = fast

Vivace = lively

Andante = at a walking pace

Moderato = medium tempo

Adagio = slow

Largo = very slow and stately

BPM = Beats per minute

Accelerando = getting quicker

Ritardando/rallentando = getting
slower
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